it follows that (4.8) is satisfied and that each of the elements
satisfies (4.9) if it is substituted in place of 2. >k^p so that hp y^ is indeed an hermitian or anti-hermitian bilinear form On Mp^yLU.
Observing that the normal form of theorem 1 case b) is uniquely determined by/*-and by B i.e. the equivalence class of hp », we derive from theorem 1 and the previous observations the following. THEOREM 2. Let F be a field of reference of character istic different from 2. Let (X, A) be a matrix pair over F with regular second constituent satisfying (3.1) such that every symmetric irreducible divisor P of the characteristic polynomial of X is separable. The matrix pairs (X,A) and (Y,B) are equivalent if and only if 1) X is similar to Y, 2) B is regular satisfying the condition B^ » £ B, 3) the bilinear forms r -p /J and r ' ' are equivalent for P(x)»x-S subject to (3.2), 4) for each symmetric irreducible divisor P of X x of degree greater than 1 the hermitian or anti-hermitian bilinear forms h'^^' , h'^-j^/ are equivalent for /** = 1,2,,... ,/^p where/ 4^ denotes the multiplicity of P in the minimal polynomial of X.
Application to the real field and to Galois fields.
If £ «(-l/*' and if P(x) is a symmetric irreducible separable polynomial of degree greater than 1, then hp^ is an antihermitian bilinear form on M-o JJU over E-p. Hence the bilinear 1 Jr,/"~ XT ,ypK form (Yp-Yp" )hp ^is hermitian. The equivalence of hp y£' ', hp^ ^ implies the equivalence of (Yp-Yp" ^hp^A), (Yp-Yp" l)hp'^j ' and conversely. By forming the trace bilinear form we obtain the symmetric bilinear form
so that the equivalence of the hermitian bilinear forms (Yp-Yp-^/hpt^A), (Yp-Yp-1 )hp{Z' B) onMp^over E p implies the equivalence of gp(j£»A.) t gp (Y, B) onMp^ over F If F is the real field then hp ^ is obtained by solving the
Note that two hermitian bilinear forms over the complex field are equivalent if and only if the corresponding symmetric trace bilinear forms are equivalent over the real field.
A symmetric bilinear form on a linear space M is called a splitting bilinear form if M is the direct sum of two isotropic linear subspaces.
In case a) of theorem 1 for £ » 1 the bilinear form f is a splitting symmetric bilinear form. Similarly in case b) for £ = 1 the bilinear form f is splitting if /** is even whereas f is the sum of a splitting bilinear form and another bilinear form equivalent to fp,/** with disjoint variables if juu is odd.
We note that because of (3 . 11) the number JLK, must be odd if I -1 and P(x) -x-S .
We denote the degree of a quadratic matrix by d(A) and its rank by r(A). If A is symmetric over the real field then the Answer:
where M is a representation space of (X,A) and M is a representation space of (Y,B) and P(x) is any asymmetric irreducible polynomial dividing the minimal polynomial of X in a multiplicity V (P) that is not smaller thanyu* . Furthermore for any symmetric irreducible polynomial P(x) dividing the minimal polynomial of X with a positive multiplicity V(P) the bilinear forms fp ( D) To give a complete system of independent numerical equivalence invariants for matrix pairs (X,A) with representation space M over the real field in the event that A is regular and symmetric or skew symmetric?
Answer: T E. = £.1 determined by A « £, A; moreover for irreducible polynomials P(x) with highest coefficient 1 the numbers ey^(P) denoting the dimension of the factor space of Mp^ over P(<f )M s~\ Mp/* +Mp^' G) To give a complete system of independent numerical equivalence invariants for matrix pairs (X,A) with representation space M over a Galois field of characteristic ^ 2 in the case that A is regular and either symmetric or skew symmetric.
Answer: g. = -v 1 determined by A^ = £^A, moreover for irreducible polynomials P(x) with highest coefficient 1 the numbers e j^ (P) denoting the dimension of the factor space of MpM-over Pto'JM^Mpjuc +Mp^i and for symmetric irreducible polynomials P(x) the numbers McGill University
